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Abstract

The first in a new series of high-power pulsed Hystrons
has been tested with the following results: Frequency =
11.4 GHz, beam voltage = 415 kV, power output= 51 MW,
pulse length = 1.5 us, and efficiency = 37%. Several tubes of
this type will be used in the Next Linear Collider Test
Accelerator (NLCTA) at SLAC. The rf performance of the
Mystron, which employs a standing-wave extended-interaction
output circuit, is closely approximated by simulations
performed with the SLAC CONDOR code. The same code
prdlcts considerably higher efficiency, using a traveling-wave
output circuit. A Mystron with such a circuit will be
construct in the future. Another Mystron is dso planned in
which beam confinement is accomplished by a periodic

- perrnment magnet (PPM) stack, for which simulations also
predict good performance.

1. WTRODUCTION

The SLAC design for a 500 GeV e+e- “Next Linear
Collider” (NLC) calls for an operating frequency in the main
linacs of 11.4 GHz, with approximately 80001.8 m sections,
each powered by 400 MW, 250 ns rf pulses. These pulses are
formed by pulse compressors fed by 100 MW Mystrons (or
pairs of 50 MW Mystrons) with a pulse length of 1.5 ps. A
540 MeV test accelerator (NLCTA) will be built at SLAC to
validate the NLC design and will use four 50 MW, 1.5 VS
My3trons. This paper deds with the design of these Mystrons.

2. BACKGROUND

~ystrontubeskve beenthepreferr~microwavesources
for scientific accelerators, and have eshblishd an excellent
reliability record at SLAC, CERN, DESY, and elsewhere. The
Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) employs the largest comple-
ment of high-power pulsed klystrons, with 245 65 MW,
3.5 ps tubes, capable of operating at a PRF of 180 Hz. The
SLAC Hystrons, developed a decade ago, represent the current
state-of-the-art for such devices. After an initial spate of fail-
ures during the first year of operation in the SLC, these tubes
(SLAC 5045s) have performd with a mean time between
failures of 45,000 hours.

The NLC specifications require the development of a
microwave tube with at least an order of magnitude higher
power density in the electron beam than in a 5045 klystron.
This makes precision in electron optics and beam confinement
critical, because the least amount of beam interception in a
drift tube or a cavity will vaporizecopper and potentially
result in tube failure. Furthermore, with 2000 or more
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klystrons operating in the NLC, the use of ordinary
electromagnets for beam confinement (each consuming about
20 kw) is out of the question, and dtematives must be found

in either superconducting solenoids or permanent magnets. -

The 500 GeV NLC is only the fwst step toward a 1.5 TeV
goal for this future collider. With the number of Mystrons
increasing by as much as a factor of 9 from the initial ma-

chine, there is clearly a nd for either a much higher power
microwave source (of which fewer would be bought) or for
Hystron designs that are amenable to mass production, at
costs that are a fraction of the current COSKof the SLAC 5045
Hystrons. The latter is one of the objectives of the SLAC
development program. Research toward higher power is being
carried out at several other institutions, with both conven-
tional and fast wave interaction devices under study.

3. m–l KLYSTRONDESIGNANDPERFORMANCE

Figure 1 is a drawing of the XL–1 klystron tube. The
Uystron elements are: an electron gun (a) with an electrostatic
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Figure 1. The XL-1 Mystron.
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Figure 2. XL–1 test.

convergence of 120:1, matched to the fringing magnetic field
of the elatromagnet 0). Three gain cavities (c) of convention-
al, reentrant design, tuned at or near the operating frquency.
Three pill box bunching cavities (d) tuned at higher frequen-
cies. A 3-cell, disc-loadd waveguide cavity (e), operating in
th; n-mode. The last cell in the output cavity is coupled
through balanced irises to two waveguides, which are com-
bind again to forma singie output in the TE1o waveguide (0.
There is, finally, a transition (g) from the recwgular guide to
a 2 l/2-inch circulti TEo1 waveguide, which leads to an out-
put window (h) operating in the same mode.

The XL–1 Mystron was designd for operation under the
following specifications:

Frequency 11.42 GHz Gain I 50 db
I

IVolta;e 1440 kV 11Pulse width I 1.5 us I

ICurrent 1350 A ] IPRF 1180 VVS I

Peak power ] 50 Mw I

A Hystron at this power and frequency must be designed to
withstand high-voltage gradients at the gun and rf gradienk at
the output cavity and window, which can lead to destructive
discharges unless carefully controlled. In the XL–1, the high-
est gradient in the electron gun is 250 kV/cm. which appears
to be sqfe for a well-processed tube The rf gradient in the
output cavity is calculatd to be approximately 500 kV/cm.
This is about a factor of 2 less than the gradient in a single-
gap reentrant cavity, which is the reason for the extended-
interaction design. Although much higher rf gradien~ can be
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Figure 3. CONDOR simulation for the XL-1 Mystron.

tolerated in accelerator structures, the presence of a high-
current electron beam traversing the cavity drastically lowers
the level at which an rf discharge can take place. In the case of
the output window, it is important to keep rf gradients low at
the surface of the ceramic by choosing a sufficiently large
diameter, but it is even more important to minimize the
gradient between the ceramic window and its copper sleeve.
Hence, the output window is designd to operate in the ml
mode, in which no current crosses the metilizd and brazed
metal-ceramic joint. Thus, the klystron output is
conveniently in the TEo 1 mode, which is also used to
transport power to the pulse compressor, operating in the
same mode to minimize losses.

In initial tests of the XL–1 Mystron at a pulse width of
250 ns, a power of 58 MW was measured using calibrated
crystis, since the average power was too low for reliable cal-
orimetry. When a wider pulse was used to drive the tube, an
oscillation was observed. Its frquency was 17 GHz, and it
was subsequendy determined to be related to the three pill box
buncher cavities, which, although of different diameters for
different frequencies in their fundamental TMo1 mode, rdl
resonatd at 17 GHz in the TE 11 mode because of identicd
gap lengths. The oscillation was easily suppressed by an
increase in the confining magnetic field (shrinking the beam
diameter), but this also resulti in reducd output power. The
Mystron was eventually processd to the full 1.5 ps pulse
length, and operated there for many hours. The target of
50 MW output power was reached at approximately 415 kV
(Figure 2). A simulation using CONDOR, a “2 1/2 D“
particle-in-cell code, produced the picture in Figure 3, and a
power-output prdlction of 62.5 MW (to be compard with
the 58 MW measurement, with no beam compression).

4. mANS FORFUTUREWORK

A toti of seven Uystrons are planned for the XL phase of
NLC source development. The XL–2 will have an output
circuit identicd to XL-1, but with modified buncher cavities
to avoid oscillation, and a modified ~01 window, with con-
siderably reduced rf gradients. Because of this improvement,
it is expected that this tube will be operatd to the full
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Figure 4. CONDOR simuation for a PPM TW-output
klystron.

available voltage of 440 kV, where a power output of about
65 MW is predicted. The XL–3 will have a traveling-wave
output circuit, for which the CONDOR power output

prediction is 85 MW. Although there is demonstrate success
in these simulations, there is a question of higher rf gradients

in the travelling-wave circuit that can only be resolved by
experiment. The remaining four klystrons, built for the
NLCTA, will use either one of the two output circuits,
depending on the =3 results.

In addition to these electromagnet-focused Mystrons, a
50 MW tube is being designed, where beam confinement is
accomplish with an dtemating axial magnetic field &eriodic
Permtient Magnet focusing, or PPM), a method commonly
employed in traveling-wave tubes, but at much lower power
levels. CONDOR simulations, taking into account both the

pe~iodic magnetic fields and the rf fields, show both good
beam confinement and high efficiency. The CONDOR predic-
tions are shown in Figurg 4 for the case of a traveling-wave

output and reduced beam perveance. A sketch of a 50 MW
PPM klystron is shown in Figure 5, drawn approximately
to the same scale as the XL–1 klystron shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 5. A 50 MW PPM Mystron

This would be a considerably simpler device, and much of
the manufacturing techniques usti in industrid TWTS could
be applid to reduce production costs. It is expected that a
prototype will be testi next year.
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